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The teen years are full of challenges.  For gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, and questioning

teens, these challenges can include prejudice, discrimination, rejection, reprisals, insensitive

remarks (even among friends and families) and, sometimes, violence.  But being a GLBTQ teen can

also be fun and enlighteningâ€”when you are comfortable with who you are.  Author Kelly Huegel

understands what GLBT teens want and need to know. As a teen, she struggled to realize and

accept her own identity. Her frank, sensitive book is written for teens who are beginning to question

their sexual or gender identity, those who interested in GLBT issues and rights, and those who need

guidance, reassurance, or reminders that they arenâ€™t alone.  Kelly offers practical advice,

knowing encouragement, accessible resources, and real-life testimonials from teens whoâ€™ve

"been there." Topics include coming out (the pluses and minuses), facing prejudice and pressure,

getting support, navigating relationships, staying safe, making healthy choices, surviving and

thriving in high school, and more.  The message throughout is strong and clear: By accepting

yourself, you take charge of your own future.  Created with feedback and suggestions from

individuals at PFLAG (Parents, families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays), GLSEN (the Gay,

Lesbian and Straight Education Network), GLAAD (the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against

Defamation), and other organizations, this book is for any GLBTQ teenâ€”and any straight friend,

parent, teacher, counselor, youth leader, or other adult who cares and wants to understand.
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Grade 7 Up-A great choice for teens who are gay or questioning their sexuality, or even those who



would like to know more about what it's like to be queer (Huegel says it's "a great word because it

frees you from using a more specific label if you don't want to"). Written in hip language and style,

the book covers the basics in GLBTQ 101, then moves chapter by chapter through the primary

issues and questions such as coming out; dating and sexuality; religion; and life at school, work,

and home. Each chapter contains sidebar quotes from gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and

questioning teens and descriptions of appropriate resources such as books, organizations, and Web

sites. GLBTQ doesn't cover any new ground, but it does give sound, practical information and

advice in an inviting package from an author who has done her homework and has written the book

that she wished she could have read when she was a teen.Betty S. Evans, Southwest Missouri

State University, SpringfieldCopyright Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier

Inc. All rights reserved.

Gr. 7-up. Huegel has written an indispensable guide for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and

questioning teens, as well as for their straight peers and parents. In 11 candid, fact-filled,

nonjudgmental chapters, she covers every aspect of being GLBTQ-- from coming out to

homophobia, from religion and culture to sex and sexuality. She devotes an entire chapter to

transgender teens, a group that is often ignored or misunderstood. The tone is always supportive

and matter-of-fact, Huegel's recommendations are sensible and practical, and apposite quotations

from young people who have "been there" enrich the text. The book, designed for browsing, also

contains an extraordinary number of references to additional resources--many of them online--as

well as a glossary and a bibliography. One of the best one-volume sources of information available

about being GLBTQ. Michael CartCopyright Â© American Library Association. All rights reserved

Love this book. It's a real look into the life of GLBTQ people, and how we deal with everything that

comes our way. It's also a great guide for anyone coming out or thinking about it.

This survival guide is well written and has a wealth of information for the GLBTQ community. The

sensitivity applied to the section of coming out should be valuable for young persons who are

struggling with this monumental turning point in life. Well done!

Helped me out with so much! I would highly recommend it to anyone!

This book serves as a guide to self-understanding and the understaning of GLBTQ lifestyles. This



book provides essential elements on the cause and effects. It also gives information on gay

orginazations and counseling agents for those whom stuggle with homophobic problems. This book

touches on scientific priciples and possible causes of the GBLTQ life style. Highly recommened. I

will nick name the book, "THE GAY BIBLE". This book is a great tool for new-comers.

This is an awesome book. I bought several that I use with a group of high school students. It's very

informative and easy to read. Also has step-by-step suggestions for coping with issues such as

homophobia, harassment, and coming out. An invaluable resource.

This book is up-to-date, informative, thorough and full of good common-sense advice. As a parent, I

found it very useful.

i remember being a pre-teen, leafing through many books written for young women that followed an

"our bodies ourselves" format. these books were ok, but never what i was really looking for. i didn't

want information on how to ask boys to dance or how to apply lipstick- i wondered where the

chapters entitled "when you don't feel like the rest or the girls" or "but what if i don't like boys?"

were.what a great help it would have been to have this book! the format is "hip" but not patronizing.

while this book affirms the importance of pride and self-respect in queer or questioning young

people, it also devotes pages to the concerns and dangers many queer teens face (safe sex, how to

begin dating, facing intolerance). transgender issues and stories have their own chapter, as do

homophobia and coming out. descriptive paragraphs are broken up by small autobiographical

blurbs by young people describing their experiences with the topic at hand, and by smaller

essays.this book is a great place to begin for youth who are GLBTQ, questioning, or who would like

to better understand their queer peers and friends.

This book is a must-have for any Library shelf that serves teens. It is written in a style appealing to

teens and includes short, one or two page summaries of ways to cope with the many issues teens

face when questioning their sexuality. It also provides excellent, current resources for teens, from

crisis lines to 'safe' (moderated) chat sites. I especially enjoyed the section dealing with 'coming out'

to parents and family. It provided experiences from other teens who have (the good, the bad, and

the ugly), and also possible responses parents might have when a teen tells them he/she is gay. In

addition, it listed possible, respectful ways to respond to less-than-accepting parents. A fantastic

compilation of stories, insights, and resources for teens.
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